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We report morphology-dependent plasmonic resonance in monolithic nanoporous gold nanoparticles with a nanoscale internal porous
network produced by the combination of lithographic patterning and
dealloying. Timed dealloying and post-dealloying thermal annealing
techniques have been employed to precisely control the morphological evolution. We found that prolonged dealloying time caused
further pore coarsening to increase by 4 nm, whereas thermal
annealing induced both pore coalescence and disk shrinkage, which
eventually led to pore elimination. Both types of morphological
changes caused a blueshift in the major plasmonic extinction band of
up to 200 nm, in contrast to the redshift (50 nm) observed in semiinﬁnite NPG thin ﬁlms. In addition, a greater blueshift was observed in
a higher Au atomic content starting alloy. The tunable plasmonic
properties have great potential in surface-enhanced spectroscopy and
optical sensing.

Introduction
Semi-innite nanoporous gold (NPG) lms feature nanoscale
ligaments and pore channels within their unique bicontinuous
porous nanostructures with associated interesting plasmonic
properties.1–3 The enhanced electromagnetic (EM) elds of
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) excited in the ligaments are considered to be a major contributor to LSPR sensing
and surface-enhanced optical phenomena such as surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and surface-enhanced
uorescence.4–6 Limited tunability in plasmonic resonance can
a
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be achieved by varying the morphology of porous nanostructures such as the pore and ligament size through dealloying time and thermal annealing.3,7,8 Specically, spectral
redshi has been observed in NPG thin lms obtained by prolonged dealloying or thermal annealing, where emphasis has
been put on mechanical properties, thermal conductivity, and
application in SERS.8–10
Unlike semi-innite NPG lms, recent demonstration of
patterned monolithic NPG nanoparticles, featuring nanoscale
pores and sub-micron disk shape, represent a new class of NPG
material that inherits plasmonic features from both the nanoporous structures (“NPG LSPR”) and the sub-wavelength disk
shape (“Disk LSPR”).11,12 The large surface area of NPG nanoparticles and hot-spots inside the nanoporous structures have
contributed to an average SERS enhancement factor exceeding
108 and surprisingly high photothermal conversion eﬃciency
(56%) among metal nanoparticles of similar size with various
shapes and compositions such as nanoshells (30%) and Cu9S5
nanocrystals (25.7%).12–15 NPG disk substrates have also been
employed for biomolecular sensing by a novel stamping
approach without any wet sample preparation and in
microuidics.16,17 In addition, the coupling between disk shape
and the nanopores has produced signicant redshi in both of
them compared to that for NPG lms in the literature.11 Further,
both the pore size and disk size become critical parameters
governing NPG disk plasmonic resonance, compared to only the
pore size parameter for semi-innite NPG lms.
We are particularly interested in exploring the plasmonic
tunability of monolithic NPG nanoparticles by timed dealloying
and thermal annealing induced external and internal morphological changes. Specically, increased dealloying time results
in internal morphological evolution such as size growth of both
the pore and ligament, thus further coarsening the porous
network. Thermal annealing, in contrast, introduces both
external morphological changes such as disk thickness and
diameter reduction, as well as internal modications such as
pore coalescence. We show widely tunable plasmonic resonance
is achievable in the spectral region from 700 to 1000 nm by
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these strategies. Specically, blueshi of the major plasmonic
extinction band has been observed due to morphological
changes, in contrast to predominantly redshi as documented
in the literature, thus providing new evidence to support our
interpretation that the major plasmonic extinction band
belongs to the in-plane resonance of the disk shape (i.e., Disk
LSPR), not the nanopores (i.e., NPG LSPR).11 It also supports
that coupling exists between these two modes. Moreover, we
show the plasmonic resonance can be tuned by varying the Au
atomic composition in the starting alloy.

Materials and methods
Chemicals and materials
Ethanol (200 proof) was from Decon Laboratories, Inc. Nitric
acid (ACS reagent, 70%), sodium dodecyl sulfate (ACS reagent,
$99.0%), chloroform (anhydrous, $99.0%), and latex beads
(polystyrene beads, 10% aqueous suspension) with mean
particle sizes 460 nm were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Ag82.5Au17.5 and Ag70Au30 (atomic percentage) alloy sputtering
targets was purchased from ACI Alloys, Inc. Argon gas (99.999%)
was used for RF-sputter etching and protection of thermal
annealing. Fusion classic syringe pumps and microliter
syringes (250 ml) were purchased from Chemyx Inc. and Hamilton Company, respectively. Silicon wafers were obtained from
University Wafers, and coverglass (22  40 mm, No.1) from
VWR.
Fabrication of monolithic NPG nanoparticles. Detailed
fabrication process was described in elsewhere of our work.11–13
Briey, a self-assembled monolayer of 460 nm polystyrene (PS)
beads on an alloy lm covered glass substrate was prepared
according to a previously reported procedure.18,19 The 120 nm
thick Au/Ag alloy lm was deposited by sputtering using an alloy
target. The Au/Ag alloy lm covered with PS bead monolayer was
rst etched 2 min in oxygen plasma to shrink the PS beads at 30
mTorr and 100 W, and then the sample was further etched in a 2
mTorr/100 W Argon plasma for 12 min to obtain Au/Ag alloy
nanoparticles. The remaining polystyrene was removed by
sonication in chloroform for 1 min. Finally, the NPG nanoparticles were formed by dealloying Ag in 70% nitric acid
varying from 30 to 270 s. The sample was washed in deionized
(DI) water to remove the dealloying reaction products and
excess nitric acid. The as-dealloyed NPG nanoparticles were
subjected to thermal annealing within a programmed tube
furnace at 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500  C for 30 min with
ambient Argon gas.
Characterization. A Cary 50 Scan UV-visible spectrometer
was used to measure the UV-vis spectra from 300 to 1100 nm of
the monolayer NPG nanoparticle samples measured 1.0 mm
 0.5 mm. The samples were characterized by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (PHILIPS FEI XL-30 FEG SEM). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were obtained using a
PHI 5700 system equipped with a monochromatic Al Ka X-ray
source (hn ¼ 1486.7 eV). High Pressure Tube Furnace OTF1200X (MTI Corporation, USA) was used for thermal annealing. The Raman spectra of benzenethiol were recorded by using
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a home-built line-scan Raman microscope (LSRM) as described
in our previous paper.20

Results and discussion
Dealloying time dependent blueshi
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of samples
obtained from Ag82.5Au17.5 aer dealloying for 30, 150 and 270 s
in concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) are shown in Fig. 1a–c,
respectively. For 30 s, the average pore size was about 11.7 nm
(Fig. 1a), and the average ligament size was about 14.5 nm,
where the size were measured at the minimum width of the
pore and ligament. When the dealloying time was increased to
270 s (Fig. 1c), the average size of pores and ligaments increased
to 15.5 and 21.3 nm, respectively. Fig. 1d summarized the
growth trend of the pore and ligament size during the dealloying process from 30 to 270 s. At the initial stage, the rapid
etching of Ag atoms and extremely fast surface diﬀusion of gold
atoms at the alloy/nitric acid interface form small pores and
ligaments within short time. Under further dealloying, the
diﬀusive gold atoms tend to condense onto gold-rich clusters
that results in the growth of the pore and ligament size.21–23
Moreover, the statistical average thickness and diameter with
diﬀerent dealloying times were 74  2 and 300  8 nm,
respectively. Thus, there was no apparent change in the external
dimension with respect to dealloying time.
Fig. 2a shows the atomic fraction of Au and Ag versus dealloying time and typical XPS spectra of Ag 3d and Au 4f are
provided in Fig. S1.† The atomic fraction of Ag rapidly dropped
within the rst 30 s of dealloying because of the fast Ag leeching
rate in concentrated nitric acid and plateaued aer 90 s.
However, pore coarsening continued aer 90 s when the
composition stayed relatively constant. Interestingly, further
dealloying caused the Ag fraction to slightly increase, suggesting that Au began to depart aer a longer dealloying time. A
similar observation on Au loss has also been reported by Gupta

SEM images and image analysis of 300 nm diameter NPG
nanoparticles made from Ag82.5Au17.5 alloy for diﬀerent dealloying
time: (a) 30, (b) 150 and (c) 270 s. (d) pore and ligament sizes based on
statistical analysis versus dealloying time. SEM scale bar: 100 nm.
Fig. 1
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Fig. 2 Elemental composition and extinction spectra of 300 nm
diameter NPG disk made from Ag82.5Au17.5 alloy: (a) atomic percentage
of Ag and Au versus dealloying time. (b) extinction spectra versus
dealloying time. The inset shows blueshift versus dealloying time. The
curve is only for visual guidance.

and coworkers when investigating NPG lms by Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry.24
In Fig. 2b, NPG nanoparticles dealloyed for 30 s exhibited an
extinction band at 988 nm, which has been interpreted as the
in-plane resonance of the disk (i.e., Disk LSPR), while the band
around 600 nm assigned as NPG localized surface plasmonic
resonance (i.e., NPG LSPR) was not obvious due to peak
broadening caused by random nanoporous structures and
nanoscale Au ligaments.11 We observed that the in-plane resonance band blueshied 40 nm as the dealloying time was
increased to 90 s, and it further blueshied with longer dealloying times. For 270 s dealloying, the blueshi was 85 nm. The
inset shows the wavelength shi versus dealloying time and the
error bars are the standard deviation of three diﬀerent
measurements. More signicant blueshi has been observed
for the rst 90 s of dealloying.
Chen and coworkers investigated the plasmonic tunability of
semi-innite NPG lms with respect to its pore sizes, and found
that the band over 500 nm, assigned to NPG LSPR, redshied as
the pore sizes increased.3 The increased ligament sizes resulting
in the longer eﬀective electron oscillation lengths and the
redshi. In NPG nanoparticles, however, the Disk LSPR mode
dominates the extinction spectrum and is blueshied during
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prolonged dealloying. Since the thickness and disk diameter at
various dealloying was nearly identical as mentioned above, the
observed blueshi was primarily due to pore coarsening,
further supporting the presence of plasmonic coupling between
the Disk LSPR and NPG LSPR modes besides apparent spectra
overlap.
In our previous work,11 we discovered that the plasmonic
coupling between the in-plane Disk LSPR and NPG LSPR
generated high density hot-spots concentrated near the pores
around the circumference of NPG disk. It is well known that the
plasmonic extinction band redshis as inter-particle coupling
increases when individual nanoparticles aggregate.25–29
Conversely, blueshi is observed due to the decreased coupling
when the interparticle distance increases. Therefore, for NPG
nanoparticles, the blueshi can also be understood as a
decrease of the plasmonic coupling between the in-plane Disk
LSPR and NPG LSPR caused by the increased pore and ligament
size. According to Chen and coworkers' simulation,30 the EM
eld enhancement of NPG thin lms decays with increasing
pore and ligament size which indicates that the small pores
accompanied with small ligaments provide the stronger LSPR
than large ones. Examining as-dealloyed NPG nanoparticles
(Fig. 1), both pore and ligament size gradually increased with
dealloying time, and the largest pore and ligament at 270 s were
4 and 7 nm larger than those at 30 s, respectively. Hence, NPG
nanoparticles at 30 s with the smallest pore and ligament
generate the strongest LSPR (e.g., NPG LSPR) to couple with
Disk LSPR, its plasmonic extinction band exhibits the largest
redshi. The band blueshied as the coupling decreases
because of the decreased LSPR of the larger pore and ligament
(Fig. 2b). To our knowledge, this unique interpretation of
interplay between external and internal LSPR modes has never
been reported before.
To further investigate the Au atomic composition eﬀect on
the plasmonic extinction band, we used a diﬀerent alloy target
(Ag70Au30) and followed the same experimental protocols. Fig. 3
shows SEM images of as-dealloyed NPG nanoparticles and the
extinction band from 30 to 270 s. The corresponding average
diameters at 30 and 270 s were 319  9 nm. For 30 s (Fig. 3a),
the average pore size was about 7.8 nm, and the average ligament size was about 10.5 nm, both smaller compared to those
obtained from the Ag82.5Au17.5 target at 30 s (Fig. 1a). Apparently, the alloy composition with the higher percentage of Au
experienced less Ag removal that caused the decrease of the
pore and ligament size, agreeing with previous reports on NPG
lms by Gupta and Lu.24,31 This has also been conrmed by XPS
analysis as shown in Fig. S2.† The Ag atomic composition for
the Ag70Au30 starting alloy decreased from 70% to 27.4% within
30 s as compared to from 82.5% to 23.8% for the Ag82.5Au17.5
starting alloy. As the dealloying time was increased to 270 s
(Fig. 3b), the average size of pores and ligaments increased to
12 and 20.8 nm, respectively. Since morphology can be
signicantly aﬀected by the higher Au atomic composition, it is
interesting to investigate their plasmonic properties. As shown
in Fig. 3c, a broad extinction band appears in the range from
900 to 1000 nm with the maximum at 920 nm aer dealloyed for
30 s. When the dealloying time gradually increased, the
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Fig. 3 SEM images and extinction spectra of 300 nm diameter NPG
disk made from Ag70Au30 alloy: (a) and (b) are the SEM images of NPG
disk at 30 s and 270 s, and (c) extinction spectra versus dealloying time.
SEM scale bar: 100 nm.

maximum band rst redshied to 970 nm at 150 s and then
began to blueshi with further dealloying. At 270 s, the band
blueshied to 847 nm which is lower than that of as-dealloyed
NPG nanoparticles from Ag82.5Au17.5 atomic composition.
Intuitively, the higher Au atomic composition could induce
NPG nanoparticle morphological changes that results in
signicant plasmonic shi. Thus, diﬀerent alloy atomic
compositions oﬀers an alternative way to tune the plasmon
resonance of NPG nanoparticles.

Thermal annealing dependent blueshi
Post-dealloying thermal annealing is known to provide an
alternative way to modify pore and ligament structures in NPG
thin lms, owing to nanostructural coarsening.7–9,32 To further
explore morphology-dependent plasmonic resonance, we
annealed NPG nanoparticles dealloyed at 30 s with 300 nm
diameter and 74 nm thickness at 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500  C
for 30 min in the protection of Argon gas, with SEM images
shown in Fig. 4a–d, respectively. The insets allow the estimate
for disk thickness. Fig. 4e and f show the statistical analysis of
pore size, ligament size, thickness and diameter versus
annealing temperature. The morphology exhibits moderate
changes in the ligament size and thickness as the temperature
increased from 23 to 100  C (Fig S3a† and 4a). At 200  C, the
pore and ligament size signicantly increased from 11 to 17 nm
(Fig. 4b).
In addition, their thickness and diameter decreased by 7
and 15 nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4c, d and S3c,† the
pore coalescence led to smoother surfaces lacking of characteristic nonporous structures when the temperature was further
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Fig. 4 SEM images of NPG nanoparticles after diﬀerent annealing
temperature: (a) 100, (b) 200, (c) 300, and (d) 400  C. The insets show
thickness. (e) the changes of pore and ligament size versus annealing
temperature, and (f) is the thickness and NPG disk diameter versus
annealing temperature. SEM scale bar: 100 nm.

increased to 300, 400, and 500  C. Moreover, there was negligible change in both the thickness and diameter from 300 to
500  C. The mechanism of thermal coarsening was well
understood as a two-staged process through both theoretical
simulation and experimental study to reveal the stability and
morphological evolution of nanoporous materials in previous
reports.9,33,34 The rst stage involves surface diﬀusion of Au
atoms, which occurs at relatively low temperature. The second
stage involves volume diﬀusion and ligament collapse, which
occur at relatively high temperatures. Our NPG nanoparticles
exhibited slight changes in the pore, ligament and diameter
sizes when annealed at 100  C, while the ligaments signicantly
collapsed onto one another at higher temperature (200–500  C),
resulting in pore closure and signicant decrease in diameter
and thickness. XPS, a technique sensitive to surface composition, revealed that the surface composition of Au increases from
76.2% to 81.6% aer thermal annealing to further conrm the
coarsening evolution of nanoporous structures. These observations and measurement results agree well with the current
understanding of thermal coarsening in NPG.
Fig. 5a shows the extinction spectra of NPG nanoparticles
aer annealing at diﬀerent temperature. The in-plane Disk
LSPR at 988 nm blueshied for around 23, 150, and 250 nm
aer annealing at 100, 200, and 300  C, respectively, agreeing
with the trends of morphological changes observed in the SEM
images. Further increasing the annealing temperature up to 500

C led to less change because pores started to coalesce and close
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Fig. 6 SEM images of 300 nm NPG nanoparticles dealloyed at 90 s
from Ag70Au30 alloy at (a) 23  C, (b) 200  C and (c) 300  C. (d)
Extinction spectra at corresponding temperatures. SEM scale bar:
100 nm.

Fig. 5 Extinction spectra of 300 nm as-dealloyed NPG nanoparticles
from Ag82.5Au17.5 alloy at 30 s before and after annealing: (a) extinction
bands after annealing at diﬀerent temperatures and (b) the wavelength
blueshift as a function of annealing temperatures.

up and the external dimensions stopped to change at around
300  C. Apparently, the rapid morphological evolution of NPG
nanoparticles between 100 and 300  C has signicant impact on
its plasmonic resonance. The blueshi can also be understood
from the evolution of disk diameter by comparing with an Au
disk without pores. It is well understood that the in-plane
resonance band blueshis in Au nanoparticles as the diameter decreases.35,36
As shown in Fig. 4f, the NPG disk diameter decreased 14 nm
aer annealing at 200  C, and then it further decreased 21 nm at
300  C. Aer the pores closed up, the non-porous nanoparticles
exhibited good stability at the higher temperature above 300  C.
The diameter only further decreased 4 nm even at the highest
temperature (500  C), while the thickness was almost the same.
Correspondingly, the Disk LSPR further slightly blueshied to
260 nm. The most signicantly incremental blueshi (70 nm)
happened aer annealing at 200  C, and then less incremental
shi was observed at higher temperature. Thermal annealing of
as-dealloyed NPG nanoparticles from Ag70Au30 alloy was also
investigated to understand composition eﬀect on morphological changes, as well as plasmonic resonance. Fig. 6a–c show the
corresponding SEM images aer annealing at 23, 200 and 300

C, respectively. We observed the porous nanostructures
signicantly changed at 200  C, where the pores closed up and
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the disk became non-porous. The average diameter decreased
26 nm. At 300  C, the average diameter of NPG nanoparticles
further decreased 12 nm and the surface became smoother
aer pore coalescence. The surface composition of Au also
increased 3% aer thermal annealing as determined by XPS.
As shown in Fig. 6d, the in-plane Disk LSPR at 960 nm blueshied to 760 nm aer annealed at 200  C. The wavelength shi
was up to 200 nm, much larger than that of from the
Ag82.5Au17.5 (127 nm) alloy target. However, the plasmonic
resonance slightly changed aer the temperature increased to
300  C. The SEM images (Fig. 6a–c) further support that the
large shi was induced by the signicant changes of NPG
nanoparticle nanostructures such as the disk diameter and pore
size.
According to previous reports for semi-innite NPG lms,8–10
by using Au atomic compositions ranging from 25% to 35%, the
structural coarsening at 200  C induced substantial morphology
changes in increased pore and ligament size. Their pore and
ligament size continuously grows larger up to a few hundred
nanometers when they were further annealed at higher
temperature. However, NPG nanoparticles obtained from both
Au atomic compositions 17.5% and 30% exhibited completely
diﬀerent morphology changes compared to NPG lms. Thus,
the diﬀerences in the morphological evolution between NPG
lms and NPG nanoparticles should primarily originate from
their architecturally distinct features. Heuristically, individual
NPG nanoparticles lack the longer-ranged structural network
organization as seen in the semi-innite NPG lms, leading to a
free-to-deform boundary condition around the disk circumference, thus more prominent Au diﬀusion at elevated
temperature.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) characterization
Raman scattering is known to provide molecular ngerprints
and can be greatly enhanced by gold or silver
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nanostructures.12,37 To explore the tunable plasmonic properties
for SERS application, we take NPG nanoparticles obtained from
Ag82.5Au17.5 alloy as an example to measure Raman spectra of
benenzethiol (BT) molecules. Fig. 7a and b show BT spectra on
NPG nanoparticles at diﬀerent dealloyed time and thermal
annealing temperatures, respectively. As the dealloyed time
increased, SERS intensity gradually increased (Fig. 7c).
However, SERS intensity signicantly dropped aer thermally
treated at 200  C (Fig. 7d). The enhancement factor (EF) estimated for 30 and 270 s dealloying time was 1.64  106 and 3.31
 106, respectively, while it decreased to 3.97  104 at 200  C.
The increased SERS EF for longer dealloying time could be
understood based on the electromagnetic theory, where the
maximum SERS enhancement can be achieved when the LSPR
peak matches the average of the laser excitation and Raman
wavelengths.38,39 Here, the average wavelength is 821 nm with
785 nm excitation wavelength and 857 nm Raman wavelength
(1077 cm1). Therefore, when the tunable LSPR peak of NPG
nanoparticles moved closer to the average wavelength, the
resulting SERS enhancement became larger.
Interestingly, when NPG nanoparticles were thermally
treated with LSPR peak tuning from 988 to 838 nm, the SERS
enhancement signicantly decreased instead of the increase.
Apparently, there are other important factors dominating the
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enhancement rather than the tunable LSPR. According to Qian
et al., the nanoporous structure and surface roughness are
considered to be important features for SERS enhancement of
nanoporous gold materials, where higher enhancement was
observed in NPG lms with smaller pore size and rougher
surface.8 High temperature annealing causing the pore size
enlargement and surface smoothening led to low SERS
enhancement. As shown in SEM images (Fig. 4), the NPG disk
surface became smoother accompanied with vanishing pores
upon thermal annealing. Therefore, these two factors correspond to the drop of SERS enhancement. This observation is
consistent with Qian's work.

Conclusions
In summary, we studied morphology-dependent plasmonic
extinction of monolithic NPG nanoparticles by structural
evolution induced separately by timed dealloying in concentrated nitric acid and post-dealloying thermal annealing, and
varying the Au atomic compositions. The plasmonic properties
depend on the internal parameters such as pore and ligament
size, as well as external parameters such as the disk thickness
and diameter. The extinction bands are tuned within a wide
spectral region from 730 to 980 nm upon the changes of pore,
ligament and diameter sizes. The tunable spectral region is
much larger than that of the semi-innite NPG lms from 550
to 600 nm. In addition, the monolithic NPG nanoparticles
provide external shape parameters such as disk diameter to
monitor the plasmonic resonance. It exhibits a great potential
in the applications of SERS and plasmonic sensing. The intricate coupling between the Disk and NPG LSPR modes has been
further elucidated by our experimental results.
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